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To say Emily Dugans life has been a blur is
an understatement. Shes lost her job, her
boyfriend is in love with someone else and
hes kicked her out of their apartment.
Ready to recoup, shes heading to sunny
California to visit her grandmother for
some relaxation. But when she finds out
Grandys cooking school has been plagued
by a series of mysterious fires, Emilys
shocked. Only her surprise turns to instant
heat when she meets sexy-as-sin arson
investigator Drew Perry.When Emily
literally faints at his feet, Drews certainly
flattered. Of course, her collapse may have
had more to do with her pregnancy than
him! Now, instead of focusing on the
firebug on the loose, Drew finds himself
fantasizing about Emilyday and night. And
whats a guy to do when the woman you
want makes it crystal clear shes having the
same delicious thoughts?
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